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Perhaps more than anyone else, Daniel Kahneman changed our understanding of how 
people think about money and make financial decisions. Early in his career, the 87-
year-old Israeli-American psychologist, along with research partner Amos Tversky, 
rejected the notion of the “rational actor” and instead mapped the myriad errors people 
make due to predictable biases and behavioral tendencies. 

Kahneman has always made us question our assumptions, showing us why people 
exhibit poor judgment, leading to a Nobel Prize in Economics in 2002. His 2011 
tome Thinking, Fast and Slow was about bias, the way our judgments are wrong in 
consistent, predictable ways. His latest book, Noise: A Flaw in Human Judgment, with 
coauthors Olivier Sibony and Cass R. Sunstein, looks at what he now says is the most 
common cause of bad decision-making. Noise is variability, the wide dispersion of 
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“correct” answers—and the amount of noise among so-called professionals in finance, 
medicine, and elsewhere is nothing short of alarming. Kahneman chatted 
with Barron’s to explain the causes of noise and how we can mitigate their effects. An 
edited version of our conversation follows. 
 
Barron’s: You say that errors in judgment have two main components, bias and 
noise. Let’s start there. 
 
Daniel Kahneman: When judgements have a correct answer, bias is the average error. 
Noise is the variability of the error. It’s that simple. And even when you don’t know the 
correct answer, you can still observe noise. 
 
What turned your research from bias to noise? 
 
A consulting exercise for an insurance company—it wanted help determining the right 
premiums for its products. They constructed cases and submitted them to 48 
underwriters. The question was, how much variability, or noise, is there among 
underwriters? It turned out to be 55%—not the 10% they expected. Even I was 
surprised. The organization was completely unaware they had this problem. Noise was 
not on their radar. Variability is very costly, even if your premiums are correct, on 
average. A premium that’s too high will cause the insurer to lose business, and a 
premium that’s too low leaves money on the table. The insurer was losing hundreds of 
millions a year because of variability in its premiums. 
 
Is noise more useful than bias? 
 
It’s easier to measure. Different economic forecasters will be noisy. A year later, there 
will be a correct answer. That’s when you can determine bias—whether [each 
forecaster] generally overestimated or underestimated the information. You don’t have 
to wait a year to observe noise. 
 
What causes noise? 
 
We distinguish three sources of noise. The easiest example is judges passing 
sentences. Some judges are more severe than other judges would rule on the same 
cases. That’s level noise. 
 
Another source of variability is how one judge’s decisions might change during different 
mental states, or from hearing a case in the morning versus the afternoon. We call that 
occasion noise. 
 
Probably the most important source of variability is that people just see the world 
differently—that’s pattern noise. Judges view different criminals differently. One of them 
would be more severe in case A, and the other would be more severe in case B. We are 
not aware of it, because we can’t look inside people’s heads. 



What can investors take from this? 
 
It’s exactly the same for investment officers. Some will be optimists or pessimists, or 
more or less eager to trade. That’s level noise. Occasion noise is when your mood or 
the outcome of your last decision has a big effect on your judgement—it’s random within 
the individual. And pattern noise is the difference among what investors consider a good 
investment, or different attitudes. One might be very impressed by management, a 
bankruptcy, or another detail that another investor would consider irrelevant. 

There’s a lot of variability among investor opinions about…everything. Is that a 
problem? 
 
The economy and markets work on differences of opinion; you can’t consider it a bad 
thing. Diversification is not noise. Noise is unwanted variability; it is variability in 
judgements that should be identical. Federal judges are supposed to be 
interchangeable. Similarly, when you have an investment firm, and you assign Smith or 
Kagen to assess a particular investment, you don’t want sources of noise to be a factor. 
You shouldn’t care whether it’s Smith or Kagen making the evaluation. 

Does averaging the variability, or developing a consensus, mitigate the chance of 
error? 
 
It is very helpful to think of noise as measurement. If you want to measure a particular 
distance, and it’s important to be precise, you are going to take multiple measurements. 
The average of multiple independent judgements is going to be more accurate than 
single judgements. But in most situations, aggregating multiple independent judgements 
is just not practical. Investment officers can reduce the considerable amount of noise 
they encounter by having four people independently make an evaluation of each 
pattern. That’s enormously expensive; it’s not going to happen. So noise is the 
variability that you cannot, in practical terms, eliminate by aggregating independent 
judgements. 

This seems like an argument for money managers—or any decision-makers—to 
work in teams. 
 
The critical point is that judgements, like measurements, should be independent of each 
other. When you put people in a room and ask them to generate a group judgement, 
you are losing a lot of information. The best way to run a meeting is for individuals to 
come prepared with their individual judgements, and then start a discussion. If you start 
a discussion without eliciting prior judgements, people are going to influence each other. 
That’s an inefficient way of reducing noise. In some cases, discussions can cause 
noise. 

Given this variability in professional judgement, how can the average person 
trust an authority, be it a doctor or money manager or mechanic? 



 
Wherever there is judgement, there is noise, and more than you think. As an individual, 
you really do not have much control. A fabulously wealthy individual can afford to talk to 
many specialists to reduce noise. But for a regular individual, a second opinion—and, 
when it really matters, a third opinion—is important. 

What happens in cases, like climate change, where there is near-universal 
agreement, but the forecasting is so far in the future that people are unwilling to 
make good decisions today? 
 
That is a bias, and it’s a very large bias. We call it present bias. We are really biased 
toward immediate consequences. We don’t attach enough importance to things we can’t 
see. People can also use a diversity of opinions to ignore [facts]. People say, “Well, 
scientists don’t agree.” In fact, scientists pretty much agree, but there are differences. 
So if you want to ignore climate change or vaccinations, you can find somebody who 
agrees with you. 

You’ve referred to overconfidence as a failure of imagination. What do you mean 
by that? 
 
Overconfidence spins from the fact that we tend to latch onto one interpretation of a 
situation. We do not see alternatives. Individual investors tend to be overconfident; they 
churn their portfolios too much. Optimism is a related bias. People exaggerate the 
likelihood that they can control outcomes. For example, in [stock market] bubbles, 
people commonly exaggerate their ability to get out in time. 

How can investors ensure they don’t fall prey to overconfidence in themselves or 
others? 
 
Using confidence as a sign of competence is risky. I mean, it’s true that competent 
people are usually confident. But it is also true that many people are confident and not 
competent at all. It’s very tempting to take other people’s self-confidence at face value, 
and trust people who are very decisive. That’s one important thing to watch for. As for 
controlling your own overconfidence, the advice I’m going to give is completely trite: Get 
another opinion. If somebody that you respect doesn’t agree with you, you should 
question yourself seriously. 

Bottom line: How can people make better decisions? 
 
Decision hygiene. A lot of the practices used for improving judgement [are about] 
avoiding biases. We compare that to medication or vaccination, which is specific to a 
particular disease or to a particular bias. But hygiene, like washing your hands, that is 
different. You don’t know what germs you’re killing when you’re washing your hands, 
and you will never know. You’re just trying to have the germs gone. Decision hygiene is 
very similar to disciplined thinking. One way to discipline your thinking is 



independence—making sure that if you’re consulting different people, they are 
independent of each other. Or if you are looking at different characteristics of an 
investment, that you evaluate them independently of each other. 

What’s another aspect of decision hygiene? 
 
Aggregate judgements wherever possible. Making judgements comparatively, rather 
than absolutely, is [also] a very good procedure. People are much better at saying that 
A is riskier than B, rather than putting an exact number on how risky A is and how risky 
B is. Use comparative risk and relative risk, rather than putting absolute numbers on 
things. Simple rules tend to be very good; people who are not governed by rules tend to 
be extremely noisy in their judgements. When you become conscious of the problem of 
noise, you become conscious of the value of rules and of discipline. 

Those rules have led you, and most people in behavioral economics, to favor 
index investing. 
 
Yes, absolutely. You have a simple rule, and you follow it in a disciplined way. And it’s 
hard to beat. 

Thanks, Danny. 
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